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ADDENDUM NO. 4 
July 24, 2023 
 
RE:  GS# 211-071 

Hayden Hall Renovations 
Perkinston Campus 
Mississippi Gulf Coast Community College 
Perkinston, Mississippi 
A/E Project No. 22-050 

 
FROM:  Eley Guild Hardy Architects 
  1091 Tommy Munro Drive 
  Biloxi, MS  39532 
  (228) 594-2323 
 
TO:  Prospective Bidders 
 
This Addendum forms a part of the Contract Documents and modifies the original Bidding 
Documents dated June 27, 2023. Acknowledge receipt of this Addendum in the space provided 
on the Proposal Form. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.  
 
This Addendum consists of 3 pages and 5 sheets of attachments. 
 
GENERAL NOTES: 
 
This addendum adds comment responses. 

 
RFIs: 
 
Q: Our quartz supplier just informed me that the quartz color QTZ-2: Wilsonart #Q4048 Tivoli 
Gray is discontinued. Do you have a substitute color that you want us to price?  

A: Substitute with Wilsonart Capogrossi Q4052. See this addendum. 
 
Q: Is it just the ceilings that are getting new stucco? 
Are you removing all the EIFS all together and replacing it or just skimming after lights  
have been replaced? 
 A: See sheet A141 for the two “U” shaped exterior corridor locations that the stucco 
covered furdowns will be removed entirely and replaced. The furdown is being removed to gain 
access to the existing HVAC piping and for new conduit runs.  The lights, per sheet E202, are 
wall sconces and will not affect the new soffit installation.  
 
Q:  Drawing E101 note 5 – all existing phone, data, CATV system wiring and components shall 
be removed and discarded. Drawing E203 & E204 note 1 – all power & comm devices shall be 
replaced one for one in existing locations provide new devices & cover plates. Does the existing 
phone/data lines remain in each dorm room and just replace the device & cover?  

A: All existing telecom, data, and TV in each room shall remain.  Those should be 
correctly noted on E101 with an “e” next to each device.  Where devices are noted on sheets 
E101, E203, E204, these power and communication devices shall be replaced, like-in-kind with 
a new device and reconnected to the existing power, telephone, data, or TV cable respectively.  
Contractor is responsible for removing, installing, and terminating all of these existing devices.  
Where new “WiFi” devices are noted in the resident rooms, or where new communications 
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devices are noted in lobbies and common spaces, contractor shall provide and install all 
raceways and boxes as detailed on drawings. 
 
Q: Do all added fire alarm drops and any device drops require wire mold from the ceiling down 
to the device? Or will conduit be allowed? 
 A: It is the intent to minimize exposed conduits and surface metal raceways where 
possible.  If exposed raceway is unavoidable, then surface metal raceway shall be used on all 
interior spaces in public view.  Exposed conduit is acceptable in storage rooms, 
mechanical/electrical rooms, and closets. 
 
Q: Where existing conduit is ran on outside of building and might have wire/data lines that are 
not being replaced do we need to leave the conduit or replace with new conduit? 

A: Existing conduits that contain telecommunications wiring shall remain where they are 
routed in the exposed, exterior corridors.  Where specifically noted on plans within the courtyard 
area, new conduits shall be installed and be concealed to the fullest extent possible.  Paint all 
existing and new exposed conduits to match adjacent finishes. 
 
Q: Can multiple CCTV cables be ran in one conduit or do we need to run a conduit for each 
camera back to the nearest comm room? 

A: Multiple cables may be installed in (1) conduit, but do not exceed conduit fill ratios. 
 
Q: Is the courtyard wiring and lighting to be part of add alternate #1?  
 A: All courtyard lighting and associated wiring is in base bid.  
 
Q: The concrete trench drains along the exterior wall will not be level once filled with 
concrete.  The back curb is approximately 1-2" higher than the concrete in the courtyard.  Will 
the curb need to be demolished to create a level condition for turf installation? 
 A: The concrete curb at the back of the trench drains should remain in place. The 
concrete in the "filled-in" trench will be flush with the courtyard concrete, which will leave a 1"-2" 
curb on the back of the trench. When the turf is installed it will be placed to the face of the 
remaining curb. 
 
Q: Which windows are to receive Architectural Window Film? 
 A: The 4 bottom panels of frame type G and the glass railing receive the Architectural 
Window Film.  Other vinyl graphics are noted on the walls of the lobby. 
 
Q:  Are GFCI receptacles in dorm rooms to be GFCI/AFCI combination or standard GFCI 
outlets? 

A: GFCI receptacles shall be GFCI only.  All other receptacles shall be AFCI.  
INSTALLATION NOTE:  Contractor shall remove existing devices and install new in (1) typical 
dorm room as a mock-up room.  Engineer shall review installation to verify operation of devices 
prior to proceeding with the entire new installation.  
 
Q: Where do the clutch operated manual window shades go?  
 A: The ’Clutch Operated Manual Window Shades’ are only in the lobby on either side of 
the new tv wall, see detail 10/I200. Note ‘new blinds’ should be pointing to the windows on 
either side of the tv wall.  
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CHANGES TO PROJECT MANUAL: 
   

1. Section 22 00 00 Plumbing: Delete this specification in its entirety and replace with the 
attached ‘Section 22 00 00R1 – Plumbing’. 

 
CHANGES TO DRAWINGS: 
 

1. Sheet A300 Building Sections: Dtl 7, Add “with Architectural Window Film” to the end 
of the “…Tempered Glass” note. 
 

2. Sheet A600 Frame Types/ Opening Schedule: Dtl 2, Add note for “Architectural Film”  
on the four (4) bottom glazed panels of Window Type G. 
 

3. Sheet I200 Interior Elevations: Dtl 10, Replace “New Blinds” note with “Roller Shades” 
and adjust and add arrows to point to the window on each side of the TV. 
 

4. Sheet I600 Finish Schedule & Details:  On finish key, change “QTZ-2 Wilsonart Tivoli 
Gray Q4048” to read “QTZ-2 Wilsonart Capogrossi Q4052”. 
 

5. Sheet P001 Plumbing Schedule: Add to row WC-2 the mark WC-3 as they will be flush 
valve, floor mount, check hinge seat and similar in all ways.  
 

6. Sheet P202 Enlarged Lobby Apt Plumbing Plan: EDF-1 is shown in doorway to 
restroom hallway with true EDF-1 location at end of hallway. Locate as shown in hallway 
access to toilet. See attached partial plan “Addendum #4 Partial Enlarged Lobby and 
Apartment Plumbing Plan”.  Be advised the demolition plan for trenching will follow this 
plan.  

 

END OF ADDENDUM 4 
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